
EMROIDERED FLOWERS - GILDA BARON STYLE

Very Simplified Instructions for Hand Stitching

Gilda often combined hand and free-machine stitching in her floral embroideries. These instructions 
are a simplified version* which introduce the principles of Gilda's style, as a starting point for future 
experiments and development.

You will need: 
 a piece of background fabric and a backing
 a selection of threads & yarns in green and your choice of flower colours  + a little black or 

dark brown for birds - variegated threads as well as different thicknesses and textures give 
extra dimension

 a small amount of coloured fabric for flowers - your choice of one or more colours 
 an embroidery frame or hoop is helpful but optional

Quantities will depend on the size of the piece you are planning. I suggest starting with a piece no 
larger than A6.

Stage 1 - Preparation
Colour your “landscape” background. There is a wide choice of ways and
materials for adding colour to textiles*. It is beyond the scope of these
instructions to describe them all. I  backed mine with fine cotton before
putting it in an embroidery hoop.
Cut tiny circles of material for flowers. I backed my fabric with fusible
webbing before cutting out, to reduce fraying, but this is optional and
Gilda does not seem to mention it. Flowers can be all the same size or
variable, they need not be perfect circles

Stage 2 - Background greenery
With green threads, randomly scatter long straight stitches 
across the mid section of your fabric. Make them different 
lengths. You can also add spikes of Feather stitch.

Now add knot stitches, in groups or scattered randomly. Try 
adding some to the feather stitch spikes. These need not be in 
the same colour/s as your flowers, it's your choice. Using 
different knot stitches as well as combining threads on the 
needle gives more variety in the texture and size. Small, tight 
single chain stitches can give a good effect too.



Stage 3 - Flowers 
Try scattering the circles across the fabric before stitching 
them and experiment with their spread. The fabric circle 
flowers can be stitched on using any small stitch or a tiny 
bead. Your choice of thread will depend on whether or not 
you want this attaching stitch to be visible.  You can also 
pinch the flower with a small stitch before attaching it. 

Stage 4 - Birds and Finishing
The birds are stitched in dark coloured Fly stitch. You might 
want to try some samples at different angles and in different 
weights of thread. 

Preparing this piece for mounting is beyond the scope of these 
instructions especially since they will depend on the size of 
your piece and how you intend to use it. There are plenty of 
sources of guidance available in books and online.  

* more detailed instructions and further ideas:
“The Art of Embroidered Flowers” by Gilda Baron 
Pub: Search Press   ISBN 978-1-903975-38-1

and
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